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Preamble: 

 

 

First and foremost we need to agree upon the fact that nothing in this universe happen for no 
reason. Therefore everything should have a valid reason, if not reason without the validity that we might 
sometime not come across in the same level of understanding as when at a later stage, thus it may 
appear happening for no good reason or what we subjectively call by sudden, or randomly. 

 

Let us agree for the sake of argument here that we are all convinced of the above statement of 
reasoning and the logic behind every step nature surprise us with momentarily. To implement that on 
small fragment of the incident took place on small measure of the universe we had the explosion of the 
Twin towers; and as everything happen for a reason that shock must also had had a reason behind it.  

 

Introduction: 

 

 

It might of never occurred to  George W Bush – junior when he stated in his speech to the world 
using a phrase such as the formation of the new middle east, and the remapping of it shall soon take 
place, back on his presidency time, the momentum of the unrest middle East exhibiting these days, 
nothing of what shaping the middle east at the moment could had of  passed his imagination, or this is 
what we hope so. 
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The relation between the Middle East, and the West (Europe, and USA) had always been the 
centric, rather integral factor of its foreign affairs.  Once in colonies time, others in allied type, Middle 
East is shattered d with the many definitions, and brackets that should define the relation of the West 
toward them. 

USA, and Europe had adopted the idea of the International community while none of the Arab’s 
states acknowledge the matter, or the core objective of it. Conspiracy they trust it is, and oil money the 
west is only interest -driven, and profit-deploy that takes USA, and EU assist here or there on the 
unrested Middle East. 

What is missing? 

 For any communication to succeed we get to use a common language to start with, let alone if it 
is a communication between  two worlds where cultural diversity occurs at its ultimate. In diplomatic 
fora any two nations would construct specific terms of dealing with each other’s issues, based on Vienne 
Convention they might sign Memorandum of understanding to assure the boarders of which they could 
play, and work within. 

 While for the International community, where there are neither real membership, nor an 
establishment to accommodate such an international body: International Community,  but rather 
arbitrarily considering that the international arena  is a globe wide. The Earth which consists of many 
nations might, or might not be willing, or and ready to accept such a westernized concept. Thus the 
problems may occur, and conflicts may rise with concurrences of such misunderstanding. For some 
countries even the United Nation is not a model that should exemplify the concept of unity, or Plurality 
acceptance of the international community as they would perceive the UN hold no justice when only 
some entertain the right to VETO, exclusively from others. 

 

9/11: 

No by passing any innocent souls lost in that tragedy we get to question the why, in order to know the 
how to prevent any similar act. Not via trials that examined the who did it, rather by getting to know the 
mind sets behind it. No tears to be shed, but minds to be scratched. 

The west, and specifically USA is well known for its support, and lobbying of the Israeli existence in the 
holy land at the heart of the old middle East. Where Israeli is accused- only at the MENA area- of its 
unfair killing of innocent civilians, children’s and vulnerable people, USA is the one to be blame in the 
eyes of the Middle Eastern for its huge campaign to Israel, and its continuous fund for its massive 
weapons. No honor of killing took place in twin tower, no credit was taken for Jihadists of Al-Qaeda from 
any good believer of any divine religions. Yet it is still hitting my ear for so strong eco it last for the 
feedback I heard from a Greek man who once told me I salute the Al-Qaeda for this brave step as they 
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send a big message to USA : experience the killing you conduct on others land. He said in explicit 
language that USA is never seized fire even though they are not into any war at that time ( about late 
2002 when he exchanged words with me). 

 I reckon some parts in the meditations, and the middle East observe the USA as one whom 
should witness the killing of innocent in order to feel the pain of disabled people whom it strive to pass 
all of its generous supports. 

 

How discredited is the USA, or not, after different scenarios, would it be seen as a double standards, if 
not triple standards!!! 

The question of whether the USA intervention in supporting the democratic transition would be 
feasible, and advisable at this time, or not? If yes, in what sort, and how, if not, when then?? 

The rules of Engagements: Educate, Educate, Educate- Long Term Plan. 

Know your enemy; before you get to know your friend: 

What would be beneficial is to think ahead how to fix a world of uncommon ground, and diverse 
multidisciplinary act, and ideologies. 

The law of attraction is the centric catalyst of all natural beings whom they fellow consciously, and 
subconsciously. Politics like all other sorts of natural sciences is a field of Human being way of living, 

hope of corrective eras to come, and plans of actions they deem to undertake. 

 In politics, and diplomacy the policy makers focus upon the trivial of the game not the main core 
of it. They never bother to consul sociologists about the demography of a place, and the dreams of such 
a nation, rather they measure the things differently, if I may use this metaphor, it seems like they 
measure the nations via the eye of their intelligent agents only, not by comprehensive, and empirical 
studies, and surveys. 

 And that what create the gap between politicians, and public. Where nowadays they try to 
diminish this gap by so called cultural diplomacy, public diplomacy, and other mix and match 
terminology. While in fact they need to address the culture, and the public precisely in order to reach a 
consensus of its people. Contemporary Diplomacy can well be addressed by the instilling 
acknowledgement of all the values that makes people different, and acknowledging the diversification 
the globe shaping its existence within.  

 For the amusement of any American, and western person the Arab is also human being. Arab 
world is only another nation that needs some understanding, and acknowledgement. Arabs mentalities 
are -somehow -sat similar to the Western ones. As they said People are the resultants of their 
experiences, Arabs had crucial, and tragic experiences from the West that sat their trigger to any 
western like products. Most of Arabs still relay upon the idea of conspiracy of the West,  to make their 
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comeback.  If not they would hold some kind of hater to the West (especially USA) and for no good, or 
visible reason but something they inherited, or took with no trail just generalizing it to not bother and 
take the hassle. 

 The Arab World had been isolated, and described as third world, and developing countries. This 
had allowed the idea that they are not welcomed to world of Westernized elite of people. 

 For the East as it is so called developing world, and 3rd world, the common senses of the West 
might be advanced and sophisticated tools to be comprehended at once. What would have been more 
viable of the west prior to their launch to any democratic initiative in the East is to educate that region 
of the sensibility they like to share with the world. Establishing a foundation of similarity guarantee to 
enforce softening, and opponents, and, or  

Possible Interventions: 

 Interventions that would come from international community basis will never been easily 
welcomed from the Arabs. Arabs still illiterate in concepts like : 

International fora, community, or and unified world. 

 As the Arabs had been left behind for centuries now, the West will face several obstacles in 
communicating back with the specious of their same kind. 

 Yet many conception basis and findings of the western life need to been well addressed, 
translated, and well presented to the Arab’s people. New generations might take a glance of the new 
definitions, and new paths of life, but it should take time. Prior to sending troops to Afghanistan, the 
USA should of send educational ( long term: that might not as long as this long decade passed ) corps, 
and peaceful mission. People in both Afghanistan, and Iraq did not welcome the food thrown by 
aircrafts after the army presence in their own lands. USA might well know that they are human beings 
too, yet it was not shown that they acknowledge their humanity to any limit. 

 

 Since September  11 had a reason behind it, the 3 years trail had succeeded in finding who to 
blame, while the reasons behind it was buried at the sea with their first wanted man. 

 

 The Arabs Paradigm of learning differ that that of Westerns, so I wonder how  would the 
Western would like to insist upon the benefit of exporting the democracy to  lands that despise any 
Western like analogy. It is to be noted that many definitions need to be allocated in the mind’s of Arab 
to well address the same issue in the same level of understating. For instance when try to define Peace, 
we would find Palestine have different meaning of peace than that Israelis would have. No wonder 
Arabs hate the idea of Democracy, while cheer for freedom of speech, and the public participation in the 
state. Arabs always advocates for the separation of religion, and state yet would die to defend Islam 
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from Secularism. It is again a matter of definition, and how we present any new western exported 
concept. 

 

In a nut shell many concepts need to be taken a look at, and find a straightforward way to present it 
within its exact and flat form of definition. Arabs like other would love to drink their coffee from its 

original beans source organically not artificially. 

 

Still there is a hope of intervention as social, and international responsibilities USA, and EU tackle on 
their shoulders, and how to intervene is the key. It is via Education, Lobbying, Advocacy, assistant, and 
capacity building, and model setting, not by leading or monitoring. This required a new set of diplomats 
who well equipped with the new rules and regulation of the new Middle East. 

As Americans schools tends to use comparative studies in their understanding to any phenomena I 
would use the Arab’s spring ( that if it would last till the end of May, if extended we should find a better 
phrase to it such as Arab’s flourish year) to resemble the old age the revolutionists came along to the 
top of ladder by fighting them on the age of the free officers on Egypt. The movements had spread along 
the Arab’s world from the Arabian Gulf ( Iraq, Syria, And Yemen), till the Ocean ( Libya with the assistant 
of Jamal Abdulnasser, Algeria, and Tunisia). It is a reform but would it be a good one, or a new set of the 
same disobedient personals whom they seek power, and wealth out of the chairs. 

My findings said that all the unrest took place on states that were army based governance, no good 
governance can be established using an army man. Army person cannot lead to a civilized nation, but a 
dictator one. All of whom had been revolutionary build on the vanishing of other dictator is preparing 

itself to take a revenge on the existence to rotate the cycle. 

As the Proverb of Arab who they fear changes say: May God never change our status quo; as if it is one 
of its unique kind. 

 

May Allah allow all good changes to take place on this ever changing, and vast moving globe. 

 

 

 


